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We introduce a way to simultaneously measure the light density, light vector and
diffuseness of the light field using a cubic illumination meter based on the
spherical harmonics representation of the light field. This approach was applied to
six light probe images of natural scenes and four real scenes built in our
laboratory, and the results were compared to those obtained using Cuttle’s
method. We also demonstrated a way to simultaneously and intuitively visualise
the global structure of the light distribution using light tubes and colour coding for
the light density, light flow and diffuseness variations through the space. Together
with Mury’s work, we have a complete way to describe, measure and visualise the
local and global low-order properties of light distributions in three-dimensional
spaces.

1. Introduction

The distribution of light in a three-dimensional
space strongly influences the appearance of
that space and the objects inside it. There is
no doubt that the primary purpose of artifi-
cial lighting is pure visibility. However, with
advances in lighting technology, peoples’
expectation of lighting now far exceeds this
primary function. Modern designers prefer
to see lighting principally in terms of how it
influences the appearance of people’s sur-
roundings and makes it possible to create

various atmospheres.1–6 In this line of
thought, Cuttle7 proposed that the lighting
profession must move to the third stage. The
first stage of the lighting profession focused
on providing uniform illumination over a
horizontal plane, whereas the second stage
provided illumination suited to human needs
based on visual performance. Cuttle stated
that the third stage should aim at revealing
the potential of illumination to interact with
its surroundings to create various types of
visual experiences. In order to do so, we
require methods to describe, measure and
visualise the structure of the light distribution
throughout the space. These methods provide
insights into the spatial and form-giving
character of light and allow predictions
of how an object would appear in this light.
In this paper, we introduce ways to mea-
sure the physical (objective) light diffuseness.
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The (subjective) perception of light diffuse-
ness is influenced by many additional factors
such as the illumination direction,8,9 the shape
and material of the illuminated object and the
perspective of the observer.10 Relating per-
ceptual diffuseness ratings to systematic vari-
ations of the physical diffuseness thus
encompasses an extensive psychophysical
study, which we intend to do in the future.

The light density, the primary illumination
direction, and the diffuseness shapes the basic
(low-order) properties of a light field, which
can be sensed by the human visual
system.8,11–13 The light density and direction
were mathematically and physically defined by
Gershun14 in his five-dimensional function of
the light field and by Mury15 using a spherical
harmonics (SH) representation of the light
field. In Part 1 of this work, we gave a review
of four well-known diffuseness metrics, namely
(1) the ‘scale of light’ by Frandsen16 (DFrandsen),
(2) the ‘ratio between cylindrical and horizon-
tal illuminance’ by Hewitt et al.17 (DHewitt), (3)
the ‘ratio between illumination vector and
scalar’ by Cuttle9 (DCuttle) and Lynes et al.18

and (4) the ‘Illuminance Contrast Energy
(ICE)’ metric of Morgenstern et al.19

(DMorgenstern). Their relationships were exam-
ined via a model named ‘probe in a sphere’ and
the results showed that the normalised diffuse-
ness metrics DHewitt, DCuttle and DMorgenstern

gave very similar results to the ‘probe in a
sphere model’. Inspired byMury’s work on the
physical SH representation of the light field
and by the basic parameterisation of diffuse-
ness as the balance between the ambient
and directed light, we proved that DCuttle is
equivalent to the ratio between the strength of
the first order (i.e. the light vector) and
the zeroth order (i.e. the light density) of the
SH representation of the light field (DXia).
The diffuseness metric DXia is entirely based on
a mathematical description of the physical
light distribution and fulfils the criteria

we defined as being relevant for a diffuseness
metric. Together with the light density and dir-
ection, it represents the low-order properties of
the global structure of the light field.
Furthermore, the SH-based method allows all
parameters to be described within one integral
description/decomposition, in which it is clear
how the parameters relate and which role they
play in the resulting light field. For instance,
Kelly,1,2 considered to be one of the pioneers
of architectural lighting design, used ‘ambient
luminescence’, ‘focal glow’ and ‘play of bril-
liants’ to describe the light effects in lighting
design. In the SH representation of the light
field, the zeroth order describes the ‘ambient
luminescence’, the first order gives information
about ‘focal glow’ and the higher orders are
related to the ‘play of brilliants’.

In this study, we demonstrate how the
density of light, light direction and diffuseness
can be simultaneously measured using a cubic
illumination meter and visualised using ‘light
tubes’.

2. Measuring the light field’s light
density, direction and diffuseness
simultaneously

2.1. Cuttle’s method

Cuttle proposed a simple solution to meas-
ure the illumination vector and scalar, as well
as the ratio between illumination vector and
scalar (i.e. the inverse of the light diffuse-
ness).20,21 Using a cubic illumination meter,
six illuminance values in three mutually per-
pendicular directions can be measured, these
being E(þx), E(�x), E(þy), E(�y), E(þz), E(�z).
The illumination vector component can be
calculated as

Evector¼ðEðþxÞ�Eð�xÞ,EðþyÞ�Eð�yÞ,EðþzÞ�Eð�zÞÞ

ð1Þ
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and the scalar component as

Escalar ¼
Evectorj j

4
þ Esymmetric

¼
Evectorj j

4
þ

minðEðþxÞ,Eð�xÞÞ

þminðEðþyÞ,Eð�yÞÞ

þminðEðþzÞ,Eð�zÞÞ

8><
>:

9>=
>;

3
ð2Þ

with ‘min’ denoting the minimum.
Consequently, the strength of the flow of
light (i.e. the inverse of the light diffuseness)
can be easily found as jEvectorj/Escalar. The
normalised form of the diffuseness is

ðDCuttleÞNormalized ¼ 1� Evectorj j=Escalarð Þ=4

ð3Þ

with ‘0’ corresponding to fully collimated
light and ‘1’ corresponding to fully diffuse
light. Cuttle’s method uses simple calculations
and is suitable for quick, local measurements
of the diffuseness level of natural scenes.

2.2. Xia’s method

In this section, we propose a similar but
differently framed approach to simultaneously
recover these main, low-order properties of the
light field using a SH representation of the
light field. In Part 1 of this work (light
diffuseness metric Part 1: Theory), we proved
that the ratio between the strength of the first-
and zeroth-order components of the SH
representation (DXia) gives the diffuseness.
Thus, to simultaneously measure the light
density, direction and diffuseness, the first
two orders of the SH representation of the
light field are sufficient.

Mury et al.22 managed to measure the light
field up to the second-order SH representa-
tion by using a custom-made device called a
‘Plenopter’. This second-order representation

consists of nine coefficients, which could be
estimated using a device composed of 12 faces
with a light sensor on each. Since we only
need the zeroth and first order of the repre-
sentation, we only need to estimate four
coefficients, which can be done with a cubic
illumination meter.

The cubic illumination meter comprises six
illuminance meters mounted on the faces of a
small cube, yielding six values Pj (j¼ 1,. . ., 6).
The illuminance meters have a certain angular
sensitivity profile Sj (#, ’) that should be
convoluted with the incident light distribution
fj (#, ’) on that illuminance meter. Thus

Pj ¼

Z
Sj ð#,’Þ � fj ð#, ’Þd� j ¼ 1, . . . , 6 ð4Þ

The illumination meter’s angular sensitivity
profile can be decomposed to SHs and
presented as

Sj ð#,’Þ ¼
X1
l¼0

Xl
m¼�l

ðsjÞ
m
l Y

m
l ð#,’Þ ð5Þ

The shape of the sensitivity profile follows
the cosine law as a function of the angle
between the incident direction of light and the
normal to the surface to which the meter is
attached. Furthermore, the incident light can
be reconstructed by the sum of its harmonics.
Combining the above results in

Pj¼

Z X1
l¼0

Xl
m¼�l

ðsj Þ
m
l Y

m
l ð#,’Þ

" #

�
X1
l0¼0

Xl0
m0¼�l0

Cm0

l
0 Ym0

l
0 ð#,’Þ

" #
d�

¼
X
ll0mm0

ðsj Þ
m
l C

m0

l
0

Z
Ym

l ð#,’ÞY
m0

l
0 ð#,’Þd�

j¼ 1, . . . ,6

ð6Þ
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where Cm0

l
0 are the coefficients of the SH

decomposition of the incident light filed.
Because of the orthonormality of the SH

basis function, we finally get

Pj ¼
X
lm

ðsj Þ
m
l C

m
l j ¼ 1, . . . , 6 ð7Þ

Thus, we obtain a system of six equations
with four unknown coefficients. By using a
least squares approach, solutions for the
overdetermined system can be fitted. Thus,
the zeroth- and first-order modes of the SH
representation of the light field can be
recovered and these carry the information
about the light density (i.e. the zeroth order),
the light vector (i.e. the first order) and the
normalised diffuseness as

ðDXiaÞNormalized ¼ 1� d ðL1Þ=d ðL0Þ=
ffiffiffi
3
p

ð8Þ

where d(L0) is the strength of the zeroth
order, and d(L1) indicates the strength of the
first-order SH representation of the light field.
In the normalised diffuseness metric, ‘0’
corresponds to fully collimated light and ‘1’
corresponds to fully diffuse light. The advan-
tages of the SH representation are that all
parameters can be described within one inte-
gral description/decomposition, in which it is
clear how the parameters relate and which
role they play in the resulting light field.
Moreover, the SH representation can be used
as such in, for instance, fast real-time com-
puter rendering and can be linked to compo-
nents of lighting plans for design and
architecture.

The cubic illumination meter is easily built
with commercially available components,
namely the Konica-Minolta T-10MA illumin-
ance meters (as shown in Figure 1).
Additional materials are provided in the
Appendix for laser-cutting and building the
cube base.

3. Measurement error predictions

3.1. Error analysis: Influence of light field

orientation and second-order SH

contributions

How robustly can DXia and DCuttle measure
the diffuseness of a light field using a cubic
illumination meter? To answer this question,
we simulated a light field by using a sum of
SH functions. According to Ramamoorthi
and Hanrahan,23 complex lighting on
approximate Lambertian surfaces can be
successfully replaced by its second-order
approximation. Thus, we simulated a light

Figure 1. Our cubic illumination meter, built with com-
mercially available components on the basis of a laser-cut
cube base (see Appendix for additional materials to build
this base). Note: our cubic illumination meter has six
large faces and two small faces. The small face on the top
was cut to place a spirit level, and the small face on the
bottom was cut to fix the cubic meter onto a metal stick.
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field in terms of a second-order SH
representation

w0 ¼ 1
f ð#,’Þ ¼ w0 �Y

0
0ð#,’Þ

þ w1

w0
: a1Y

�1
1 ð#,’Þ þ a2Y

0
1ð#,’Þ þ a3Y

1
1ð#,’Þ

� �
þ w2

w0
: b1Y

�2
2 ð#,’Þ þ b2Y

�1
2 ð#,’Þ þ b3Y

0
2ð#,’Þ

�
þb4Y

1
2ð#,’Þ þ b5Y

2
2ð#,’Þ

ð9Þ

8>>>><
>>>>:

We varied the ratios defining the relative
strength of the first three orders (i.e. w1/w0,
w2/w0) and the weights of the components
within the first and second order (i.e. a1, a2,
a3; b1, b2, b3, b4, b5). Since the theoretical
value of d(L1)/d(L0) for the model ‘probe in a
sphere’ ranges from 1.73 to 0, we set the range
of w1/w0 from 0 to 1.7 with an interval of 0.1.
We then calculated the theoretical illumin-
ation falling on the six faces of the cubic
meter under the simulated light field. With
these six values, we calculated DCuttle. Next,
we used the least squares approach to fit the
four coefficients of the zeroth- and first-order
SH representation and determined DXia. The
results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 shows the normalised DXia and
DCuttle values calculated as a function of the
relative strength w1/w0 for different weights of

the first-order components (i.e. a1, a2, a3),
representing different orientations of the light
field, while its structure remains the same.
Clearly, the straight line shows that the
original DXia value (before normalisation) is
exactly the same as w1/w0. DCuttle deviates
from w1/w0 with a slope being dependent on
the weights of the first-order components or
the orientation of the light field.

Figure 3 shows the normalised DXia and
DCuttle values as a function of w1/w0 for
different relative strengths w2/w0 and weights
of the second-order components (i.e. b1, b2,
b3, b4, b5). Both the calculated DXia and
DCuttle are independent of w2/w0 and of the
weights of the second-order components (the
three curves in each plot overlap).

3.2. Error analysis: Effect of attitude of the

cubic illumination meter

In Section 3.1, we found that DCuttle

depended on the orientation of the light
field. This implies that DCuttle will vary with
the cubic illumination meter’s attitude in the
light field. Here, we analyse this variation and
evaluate whether optimising the meter’s atti-
tude can reduce measurement errors.
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Figure 2. Simulated diffuseness values as a function of the theoretical diffuseness for four different weight
distributions within the first-order component. (a) DXia, (b)DCuttle.
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In order to answer the question above, the
model ‘probe in a sphere’ was used. We chose
four different attitudes for the cubic illumin-
ation meter; their bird’s eye views are
illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), the
cubic illumination meter was positioned sym-
metrically with respect to the light source with
four faces parallel to the light vector along the
z-axis. As a consequence, these four faces
always received the same illumination
(Attitude 1). Figure 4(b) shows Attitude 2,
for which we rotated the cubic illumination
meter 208 around the x-axis, so that it had
two faces parallel to the light vector, receiving
the same illumination. For Attitude 3, illu-
strated in Figure 4(c), we did an additional
rotation of 158 around the y-axis, so that no
faces were parallel to the light vector and all
received a different amount of illumination.
Finally, for Attitude 4, shown in Figure 4(d),
the cubic illumination meter was first rotated
458 around the x-axis and then rotated 358
around the y-axis, so that one of the diag-
onals was parallel to the z-axis. As a conse-
quence, it had no face parallel to the light
vector, but the three faces turned upwards all
received the same illumination, and the other
three faces turned downwards did likewise.
We then calculated the illumination falling on

the six faces of the cubic illumination meter
for the four attitudes and for subtended
angles of the spherical light source ranging
from 08 to 3608. For each situation, we fitted
the four coefficients of the SH representation
of the light field and used them to determine
DXia. In Figure 5(a), we show the simulated
and normalised DXia values together with the
theoretical diffuseness values for the different
subtended angles. The theoretical diffuseness
values were obtained by fitting the SH repre-
sentations to the luminance maps of our
model instead of to the simulated cubic
illumination meter readings.

When the subtended angle � was bigger
than 1808, all six faces of the cubic illumin-
ation meter were illuminated, and the recov-
ered DXia was exactly the same as the
theoretical one. When � was larger than 908
but smaller than 1808, at least five faces of the
cubic illumination meter were illuminated,
and then the recovered DXia was quite close to
the theoretical one. When � was smaller than
908; however, the recovered DXia was different
between the four attitudes, and only the curve
for Attitude 3 was close to the theoretical
value. So, DXia approached the theoretical
values best when the number of illuminated
faces was maximised and diversified and is a
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Figure 3. Simulated diffuseness values as a function of the theoretical diffuseness for two relative strengths of the
second-order SH component w2/w0 (0.5 or 1). For w2/w0 ¼ 1, two different weights distributions within the second-order
components were adopted. The first-order components were set as a1¼ 0, a2¼ 1, a3¼ 0. (a) DXia, (b) DCuttle.
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logical result of the SH fitting procedure. This
effect implies that DXia is not robust for
extremely collimated light if we put the cubic
illumination meter symmetrically with respect
to the light source. In such cases, the normal-
ised DXia may generate negative values (see
Figure 5(a)). This happens because of the
least squares fitting approach of the SH
functions. When the light source is rather
collimated (subtended angle 5908), some of

the faces of the cubic illumination meter
(e.g. the bottom face) may not be illuminated
and set to zero in our fitting approach.
However, the first-order SH representation of
the light field varies rather symmetrically and
smoothly over all directions. Consequently, a
small part of the energy will be in the higher
order terms of the SH fit, which is excluded
from our analysis (analogous to what hap-
pens for a block wave or called ‘ringing’

2
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Figure 4. The simulated attitudes of the cubic illumination meter in the centre of the large spherical light source, with
the light vector along the z-axis: (a) attitude 1: the cubic illumination meter was symmetrically positioned with respect to
the light source with four faces parallel to the z-axis, (b) attitude 2: rotated 208 around the x-axis, (c) attitude 3: with an
additional rotation of 158 around the y-axis, and (d) attitude 4: firstly rotated 458 around the x-axis and then rotated 358
around the y-axis.
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effects in Fourier decompositions).
Fortunately, this situation is quite uncommon
in natural scenes because there are always
reflections from surroundings in real lighting
environments.

In Figure 5(b), we show the simulated and
normalised DCuttle values together with the
theoretical diffuseness. Consistent with the
findings in Section 3.1, DCuttle varied with the
attitude of the cubic illumination meter,
though all curves originate in zero.
Furthermore, the optimisation guidelines
that apply to DXia also apply to DCuttle.

4. Simulated cubic illumination
measurements

Inorder to investigate the robustnessofDXiaand
DCuttle in real complicated lighting environ-
ments, we first simulated cubic illumination
metermeasurements. To do so, we employed six
HDR panoramic light probe images from
Debevec’s high-resolution light probe image
gallery.24,25 The images used were named
‘dining room’, ‘Uffizi gallery’, ‘Grace cathedral’,
‘Doge’s palace’, ‘sunset’ and ‘glacier’, and their
gray-scale tone maps are shown in Figure 6.

We assumed a cubic illumination meter
right in the centre of each scene. Since the
values recovered from this meter may be

influenced by the cube orientation, we simu-
lated one hundred attitudes of the meter for
each light probe image, by systematically
varying the latitude and longitude of the
cube in 208 intervals. We then calculated the
illuminance on the six faces of the meter for
each attitude in each light probe image. From
these illuminances, the normalised DXia and
DCuttle were calculated and plotted in Figure 7.
The boxes with dashed frames in Figure 7
indicate the distribution of normalised DCuttle

values, while the boxes with solid frames show
the distribution of normalised DXia values. The
median value of all boxes is consistent with the
value d(L1)/d(L0) that was calculated from the
complete SH representation of each light
probe image.

The recovered DCuttle values seem less
sensitive to the cubic illumination meter’s
orientation than the recovered DXia values for
the scenes ‘dining room’ and ‘Grace cath-
edral’, while the opposite is true for the other
scenes. In Section 3.1, we prove that, in
theory, the recovered DXia reflects d(L1)/d(L0)
well, while the recovered DCuttle is expected to
vary with the orientation of the meter in the
light field. However, in Section 3.2, we show
that DXia estimates are expected to vary
somewhat in collimated light. In such light,
the faces of the cube away from the colli-
mated light source are not illuminated,

1
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Figure 6. The grayscale tonemaps for HDR panorama photographs of six natural scenes (a) dining room (b) Uffizi
gallery (c) Grace cathedral (d) Doge’s palace (e) sunset (f) glacier.
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representation of each image.
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and so, their values are set to zero; this
hinders robust SH fitting. The scenes ‘dining
room’ and ‘Grace cathedral’ have more small
bright, collimated light sources than the other
scenes, and so were expected to yield less
robust results for DXia. Based on these
findings, we conclude that the recovered
DCuttle value is somewhat better at measuring
light fields with a high contrast, such as in
dark interior scenes with small bright win-
dows or lamps, while the recovered DXia

metric is more suitable for light fields with
low contrast, such as for open outside envir-
onments. However, overall, the DCuttle and
DXia simulations show only a small spread
over the 100 different attitudes of the meter,
which indicates that both of them can well be
used to measure the diffuseness for any
random orientation of the meter.

In a former study by Pont and
Koenderink8, observers matched levels of
diffuseness on spheres using a visual probe.
These results showed that the perceived dif-
fuseness correlated well with physical changes
in the stimuli, but the variance was quite
large. In another study by Xia et al.26, obser-
vers were asked to judge whether a probe
fitted a scene in terms of lighting for different
settings of diffuseness on probe and scene.
These results showed that the observers could
not perceive a mismatch in diffuseness for
small differences between probe and scene
(i.e. for differences in scale of light between
24% and 43%, and between 43% and 59%).
The latter values correspond to 0.01, 0.05 and
0.1 in normalised DXia or DCuttle units,
respectively. Thus, the errors in our simulated
measurements are relatively small compared
to typical spreads in perceived diffuseness.

5. Real cubic illumination measurements

In order to systematically vary the diffuseness
in a real scene, we built a box space of two
walls forming a corner, in which we varied the
reflectance of the walls and the primary

illumination source. The reflectance was
changed by putting either white or black
paper (i.e. photography background paper
rolls, all 2m wide and room-height) in front
of these walls. The white matte environment
was used to generate secondary reflections by
diffuse scattering, and thus showed an
increase in light density or ambient illumin-
ation, in comparison to the black environ-
ment. We illuminated the corner with a
spotlight (i.e. collimated light) or by indirect
illumination via the ceiling with two large
diffuse lamps (i.e. semi-diffuse light from
above). Thus, the two environments and two
types of luminaires resulted in four different
light fields in total (i.e. LF I: semi-diffuse light
plus white background; LF II: collimated
light plus white background; LF III: semi-
diffuse light plus black background; LF IV:
collimated light plus black background). The
cubic illumination meter was put in the centre
of the corner. Table 1, showing the resulting
measurements, illustrates that the results were
quite similar for the two approaches for all
light fields. The diffuseness varied systemat-
ically for the light fields; the values for the
spotlight were indeed lower than for the semi-
diffuse light from above. Note that the
environment reflectance had a much bigger
impact on the light qualities than the lumin-
aires; the diffuseness increased by about 0.6 if
the black walls were changed into white ones.

6. Visualisation of the global structure of
a light field

The measurements in the last two sections
concerned local measurements of the light
field. However, the light field is also a
function of position. If we take into account
its dependence on direction and position we
get a five-dimensional function. So how can
we derive and picture the global structure of a
light field? Mury et al.22 managed to visualise
the structure of a light field globally over an
entire space by using light tubes. The tube’s
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direction is locally tangential to the light
vector (i.e. the direction of net energy trans-
fer) and its width is locally inversely related to
the magnitude of that vector (i.e. the larger
the net light transport, the smaller the tube).
The tubes usually start at light sources, where
they are quite narrow, and they end at light
absorbing surfaces, where they tend to be
quite wide.

The light tubes representation actually
shows what lighting architects call the ‘light
flow’.9,27 However, Mury et al.’s light tubes
did not carry any information about the
diffuseness, which is an essential characteris-
tic of the complete radiant structure of the
light field that has a great impact on
the appearance of objects inside the room.
We suggest using the colour saturation of the
light tubes to visualise the diffuseness and the
colour brightness to visualise the ‘light dens-
ity’ of the light field. In this manner, all lower
order variables of the global structure of the
light distribution in 3D space can be visua-
lised simultaneously and intuitively.

Figure 8(a) and (b) (based on measurements
byMury et al. and available in colour in online
version of this paper) shows, as examples, side
views of the light tubes in a light lab visual-
isation using our method. The light lab (i.e. a
laboratory space at Philips Research,

Eindhoven) was a typical empty office room
of 4 by 6 by 3 meters. Figure 8(a) shows the
laboratory illuminated by three diffuse area
light sources (indicated by the yellow squares)
mounted in the ceiling along one of the long
walls (hereafter referred to as Light Lab
condition A). Figure 8(b) shows the laboratory
illuminated by the same sources but now in a
triangular configuration (hereinafter referred
to as Light Lab condition B). Figure 9(a) and
(b) illustrates the arrangements of the light
sources in a side view. Figure 8(c) and (d)
shows the same ‘light flow’ as Figure 8(a) and
(b) but from different perspectives. Figure 8(e)
illustrates the colour-coded legend used in
Figure 8(a)–(d). The colour saturation from
left to right represents the normalised light
diffuseness, i.e. the less saturated the colour
is, the more diffuse the local light field is. We
only show normalised diffuseness values from
0.3 to 1, since they actually range from 0.35 to
0.86 in the measurements. The brightness of
the colour indicates the ‘light density’; the
brighter the colour, the higher the ‘light
density’. The ‘light density’ was normalised
to the range from 0 to 1.

Building on the idea of using ‘light probes’
to visualise light qualities, we also made a
legend showing in Figure 8(f) the appearance
of a sphere for the conditions shown in the

Table 1. The average illuminance, the light vector in Cartesian coordinates, and the normalised diffuseness level at the
location of the meter in four different light fields for both Cuttle’s and Xia’s approach.

Light vector

Method Light field Eaverage (lm/m2) Unit light vector Magnitude Normalised
diffuseness

Cuttle I 240.3 (�0.36, 0.58, 0.73) 113.32 0.88
II 950.7 (0.38, 0.77, 0.51) 669.58 0.82
III 68.5 (0.56, 0.73, 0.38) 199.15 0.27
IV 365.2 (0.68, 0.68, 0.25) 1221.20 0.14

Xia I 235.9 (-0.36, 0.58, 0.73) 113.30 0.88
II 972.9 (0.38, 0.77, 0.51) 669.49 0.83
III 75.7 (0.56, 0.73, 0.38) 199.12 0.34
IV 391.2 (0.68, 0.68, 0.25) 1221.02 0.22

Note: LF I: semi-diffuse light plus white background; LF II: collimated light plus white background; LF III: semi-diffuse
light plus black background; LF IV: collimated light plus black background.
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Figure 8. A side view of the ‘light flow’ in a room with three diffuse area light sources mounted in the ceiling (a) along
one of the long walls (Light Lab condition A) and (b) in a triangular configuration (Light Lab condition B). The light
sources are indicated by yellow squares. A tube’s direction is locally tangential to the light vector, the tube’s width is
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the light vector, the saturation of tube’s colour indicates the light diffuseness
and the colour brightness is proportional to the light density. Different perspectives of the ‘light flow’ are shown in (c)
and (d) (The digital versions of the 3D models can be accessed in the online version which allows interactive
manipulation of the view and dynamic change). The legend is shown in (e): the more saturated the colour is, the more
directed the local light field, and the brighter the colour is, the higher the light density. The appearance of a white matte
sphere for the conditions shown in the legend in (e) is given in (f) (for a light direction: #¼ 208, ’¼ 708) (available in
colour in online version).
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legend of Figure 8(e). For these renderings,
we used a combination of collimated and
diffuse illumination. The altitude # and
azimuth ’ for the point light source were set
at 708 and 208, respectively, just as an
example.

In previous research, a family of flow lines
on a plane has been used to characterise the
illuminance field in a lighted room.14,28

The direction of flow lines coincides with
the directions of the illuminance vectors and
the concentration of the flow lines is directly
proportional to the illuminance vector
strength. For light fields that are constant
along one dimension, drawing the flow lines
on one plane is sufficient to visualise the light
flow directions. However, this method does
not work for most natural light fields since
the three-dimensional structure of natural
light fields is often not symmetric and in
many cases quite complicated. For instance,
Figure 9(c)–(h) shows the flow lines on
different planes parallel to the x-z plane in
Light Lab condition A and light lab condition
B. The selected planes are illustrated in Figure
9(a) and (b). Figure 9(i) shows the legends; the
brighter the colour of the flow lines, the
higher the ‘light density’. The normalised light
diffuseness is represented by the gray level of
the ‘wash’, i.e., the darker the wash, the more
diffuse the local light field is. It is clear that
the structure of flow lines is quite similar on
the different planes in Light Lab condition A
but not in Light Lab condition B. Thus,
compared to illustrating flow lines on planes,
the light tubes are a more inclusive and
intuitive method to visualise the three-dimen-
sional structure of natural light fields.
Moreover, the light tubes also show the
variations in the strength of the flow.

7. Discussion and conclusions

We introduced a way to simultaneously
measure the light density, light vector and
diffuseness variations of a light field using a

cubic illumination meter. Both with our
method and Cuttle’s method using a cubic
illumination meter, we can measure the mag-
nitude and direction of the illumination
vector quite well but the scalar illumination
less accurately. This result agrees with former
results, e.g. Ashdown and Eng29 state

One difficulty with cubic illumination
meters is that they are sensitive to orien-
tation in the presence of strongly direc-
tional lighting, with a maximum possible
variance of 33 percent for the scalar
illuminance. This is not usually a concern
with most office lighting designs, but it
can be important for exhibit and theatre
lighting.

We applied our method to six light probe
images of natural scenes and four real scenes
built in our laboratory, and compared the
results to those calculated using Cuttle’s
method. This comparison showed that both
methods could measure the diffuseness accur-
ately and robustly in natural scenes using a
cubic illumination meter. We found that care
should be taken to maximise the number of
lighted meter faces and ensure the illumin-
ation diversity on six faces.

Finally, we demonstrated a way to simul-
taneously and intuitively visualise the global
structure of a light field up to its first-order
properties or spatial variations of the light
density, vector and diffuseness using light
tubes. Furthermore, via a legend we visualised
the light effects on the appearance of a
spherical ‘light probe’. It might seem a good
idea to directly render such probes within a
space to visualise the light field. However, we
think the light tubes approach works better,
because judgments of light direction and
diffuseness from the appearance of a white
sphere are confounded due to basic image
ambiguities.30,31 For example, observers con-
fused more frontal illumination with higher
levels of diffuseness.8 This was also found in a
practical test.10
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Besides using a cubic illumination meter,
other methods can be used to measure the
light scalar and vector. One example is a half
table-tennis ball photosensor mounted on a
two-axis mechanical stage proposed by Fuller
et al.32 (or its modern version using a light
meter app on a smart phone plus a hemi-
spherical diffuse cap). Dale et al.28 proposed
another simple way to infer the light vector
using a grease-spot device. Both methods are
intuitive in providing information about the
light vector. In Fuller et al.’s setup the light
vector lies along the direction where the
photosensor reaches the maximum value.
In Dale et al.’s setup the light vector lies in
the plane of the grease-spot device when the
difference between grease-spot and its sur-
round paper vanishes because both sides have
the same illumination. In Fuller et al.’s setup,
taking another reading by rotating the tennis
ball photosensor by 1808 to the opposite
direction of the light vector, the light scalar
can be calculated as half of the sum of both
readings. In Dale et al.’s setup, however, there
is no direct way to get the light scalar.
Nevertheless, rotating the mechanical stage
and the grease-spot both need a lot of effort.
Apart from the two experimental setups
mentioned above, it is known that the average
of the illuminance on the four sides of a
regular tetrahedron is close to the scalar
illuminance33 However, the light vector
cannot be measured robustly by the illumin-
ance on the tetrahedron faces (we have also
verified this point using our SH approach).

The novel diffuseness metric DXia is con-
ceptually equivalent with DCuttle but with
different methods to recover their values.
Nevertheless, each of these two methods has
its advantages and disadvantages. Cuttle’s
method requires only simple calculations that
can be done with a pen and a piece of paper.
Thus, Cuttle’s method is most suitable for
a quick, local estimation of the diffuseness
level in a natural scene. In contrast, our
SH representation based method needs

computation software on a computer in
order to fit the SH representation to the
data. The SH representation based DXia,
together with the light flow and light density
forms a global, integrated description of the
lower order properties of the light field
distribution in a three-dimensional space.
This method fits all parameters being
described within one integral description/
decomposition, in which it is clear how the
parameters relate and which role they play in
the resulting light field. With the development
of lighting modelling and rendering software,
the SH method will have more and more
advantages in fast, real-time rendering.
Furthermore, in lighting design, software
tends to be used more and more as an
assisting tool. HDR environment maps were
already used widely in computer graphics.
Currently, lighting design software can also
export such maps easily. We suggest to
provide the light density, light vector and
DXia, together with the HDR environmental
maps in order to give lighting and graphics
designers a reference of the ambient, direction
and diffuseness levels. Moreover, next to this
local description for a single HDR map our
method provides insights into the global
structure of the light field in three-dimen-
sional spaces. Light distributions in natural
spaces show spatial variations of the ambient,
vector and diffuseness, which can be captured
using simple cubic illumination meter meas-
urements and visualisations of interpolated
data, e.g. the light flow representation using
light tubes, as we demonstrated.

Mury et al.22,34,35 described the light field
in terms of the lower order SH approximation
and successfully measured its components in
natural scenes. The main contribution of this
study is that we extended the work of Mury
et al. by adding description, measurement and
visualisation methods for the diffuseness
characteristic or, in other words, we re-
framed the diffuseness metric of Cuttle into
an integral description of the light field.
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This approach makes it possible to progress
towards the third stage of the lighting pro-
fession as Cuttle described the innovative step
lighting science should take towards dealing
with light instead of lamps.7
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Appendix: Construction of a cubic
illumination meter

We designed a cubic illumination meter,
which can be easily built with commercially
available components. The basis of the cubic
illumination meter was assembled using laser-
cut MDF boards of 6mm thickness.
Figure A1 illustrates the blue print of the
laser-cut MDF board for making a cube of
10 cm� 10 cm� 10 cm. It consists of two
layers, an outer and an inner cube. Six small
illuminance meters (T-10MA from Konica
Minolta) were installed inside the six holes
that were cut in the outer cube and the inner
cube provided flat ground surfaces for the
meters. A spirit level can be fixed to the
horizontally cut top of the cubic illumination
meter to level it. A metal bar can be fitted
through the inner cube from the bottom to
the top to stabilise the cubic illumination
meter. The stick can then be fixed on a tripod.
Finally, the outer cube was covered with light
absorbing black-out material (black flocked
paper, from Edmund Optics) to avoid scat-
tering from the surfaces of the cubic illumin-
ation meter.

After the 16 forms in Figure A1 are cut out,
G1 and G2 are glued together as G, and H1
and H2 are glued together as H. Note that all
parts numbered 1 concern parts of the outer
cube and all parts numbered 2 the inner cube.
We cut the angles of the three edges of G and
H to 35.268 (arctanð

ffiffiffi
2
p
=2Þ) so that they fit the

top and bottom side of the assembled cube, as
Figure A2 shows. The inner and outer cubes
are not glued together, because they are stable
when assembled.
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Figure A2. The scheme for assembling the bases of the cubic illumination meter from the parts in Figure A1. Here we
labeled the parts with just the letters denoting the parts. They all consist of two layers, the parts numbered 2 on the
inside and the parts numbered 1 on the outside. The assembled meter can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure A1. The blueprint for laser-cutting the 6mm MDF board for making the cubic bases of the cubic illumination
meter.
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